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A steadfast foundation
for a thoughtful creation

The calendar year 1992 saw a resolute endeavor rise on the horizon of Indian Cable Manufacturing
industry. A small proprietary unit began operations, and soon after its inception started delving into a
wide range of Cables of world-class standards. This served as a shot in the arm, and a small Private
Limited Company made rapid progress and got transformed into a Public Limited Corporation.

Today, Zenium Cables Limited is one of the most reputed indigenous cable manufacturing company in
India, catering to diverse customer needs across industries. With our fully operational and wellequipped manufacturing facility and ultramodern laboratory setup, we not only offer our customers
the desired solutions, but also ensure they are of topmost quality and as per the required
specifications.

In 2003, we started a sister concern company i.e. KOMAL HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD., an additional arm
which deals with surgical dressing products (Adhesive tape, Bandages etc) and Orthopedic Implants &
instruments (Bone Plates, Bone Screw etc)to make this life more easier.

Living the vision for an
extraordinary mission

Going past one milestone after another is possible only when one is driven on a path clearly
laid down. We at Zenuim Cables Limited are well ahead on our mission and the required
boost is provided by our unambiguous vision.

Vision
To be the leading Wire and Cable manufacturing company, and developing various kinds of
cables in order to meet the ever growing and discerning global demand for the product.

Mission
Develop a performance oriented and quality conscious culture committed to motivating
targets and continuous improvement.

A thoroughbred herald leading the way
To be able to achieve a dream, you have to see it first. Shri Labhubhai Goti, the respected founder and
Managing Director saw a dream which laid the foundation for Zenium Cables Limited. With his
unparalleled vision and constant endeavor, he helped the organisation grow by leaps and bounds, while
delivering outstanding performance. His management skills and expertise in the field of cable
manufacturing led to rapid growth of the company.
Mr. Labhubhai Goti had his sights set on esteemed goals, which collectively led the organisation on a
glorious path - To be the leading wires and cables manufacturing industry. Achieving this benchmark is a
result of the organization's unyielding determination to produce a comprehensive range of cables, from
data cables to power cables and all other varieties, constant focus on maintaining world class quality in
all its offerings, and inherent passion to develop a performance culture committed to aspiration and
continuous improvement.

Mr. Labhubhai Goti

Driving the vision to its desired destination
Every aim looks within your reach if it's pursued by a few experts as one team.

Our clients are our fore most priority. Hence the goal of all our professionals is to provide them with
the best Industrial Cable, Copper Cable, Flexible Cable, Armoured Cable, Multi-strand Cable, and
so on. We work passionately to meet the exact requirements of our clients.

The Management and Marketing team at Zenuim Cables Ltd. are customer oriented, hence we
always strive to serve every customer efficiently, exceeding their dynamic and discerning
expectations. With an immaculate understanding of growing market trends, we offer our clients the
best market products at competitive price.

Identifying every need and touching every detail
Ever since we saw the light of day, we have made rapid progress and transformed ourselves into a
trusted and progressive name in the industry. With a view to cater to the ever-evolving Indian market,
we focus on identifying the changing dynamics of the industry and coming up with precise solutions.

Today, Zenium Cables are widely used by government and semi-government companies, industrial
and commercial establishments, multinationals, business organisations, builders and numerous end
users with optimum satisfaction.

Our state-of-the-art manufacturing unit spread over more than ninety thousand sq. ft. across
six acres in Gujarat, is just a two hour drive from Mumbai. The HO is conveniently located in
Mumbai to look after the distributor and dealer network across India. The company's
ultramodern manufacturing plant and fully-equipped testing facility has been built as per
international norms. They have been specially designed to suit all weather conditions. The
computerised Process Monitoring System and Quality Control in Cable production ensures
consistency and reliability which in turn, enhances consumer satisfaction.

We are committed to delivering top quality solutions, followed by excellent service & support, to
meet consumer needs for accurate and cost effective solutions.

The quality that transcends every expectation

One of the key highlights of Zenium Cables Ltd. is its emphasis on Quality Control, Quality Audit
and Quality Assurance in the spheres of manufacturing activity and service. Right from planning of
Raw Materials to executing them into Finished Products to providing apt and satisfactory Customer
Support &Service, every aspect is taken care of by qualified and enthusiastic workforce.
All through the span of 21 years of our existence, we have focussed on Total Quality Management
and its core values to win the trust of discerning users. No wonder in 2008, the organisation's
products were certified by the International Standards Organisation with the ISO 9001: 2008
certification.
Today, Zenium Cables Ltd. has carved an irreplaceable niche for itself in the manufacturing of
world-class Cables. The simple reason being, highest quality standards are always adhered to.

Prolific partnerships founded on trust

Power Generation

Power Transmission

Power Distrubution

Oil and Gas

Ports

Steel

Telecom

Fertilizer

Major Contractor

Others

And Many More...

An inspiring journey that grows
from strength to strength
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